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Adam Nash: "You Get What You Give” 
Season 3: Episode 1 
 

Speaker 1: Welcome to Stayin' Alive in Technology, a series of conversations with 
Silicon Valley veterans touching on war stories from the past and 
practical advice for today. And now, here's your host, Melinda Byerley, 
founding partner of Timeshare CMO. 
 

Melinda Byerley:          This episode is brought to you by...my company, TimeshareCMO.com. 
But it could be your company here. We’ve got Season 3 of Stayin’ Alive in Tech completely 
booked already, with an additional ten more guests on the waitlist and close to 30 more on our 
list of people to approach. Currently, we publish twice a month most months of the year, but 
we could go to a weekly format and more frequently if we could engage more editing and 
social media time, as well as cover our current costs. So, please consider a sponsorship for 
your company. We’ve got fabulous content reaching some senior folks in the technology 
sector. And you’re doing your part to help capture the living history of the technology 
profession.  
 
In my very first job at eBay, I met Adam Nash. I was fresh out of business school. I was not an 
engineer, and I thought I was pretty smart. I thought I knew a lot about computers. And then, I 
met Adam. And, Adam put in my hands a book that is a classic one, which you should read if 
you have not, it is called The Design of Everyday Things. It really opened my eyes to the world 
of how computers could meet the needs of human beings. And it made me look at my world 
differently, from the chair I sit in to the toothbrush I use every day. 
 
 
Melinda Byerley:           Adam is the VP of product at Dropbox, but he has a career that 
has spanned so much more. He is a proven advocate for the development of products that go 
beyond utility to “delight customers” as he puts it. And at Dropbox, he heads that team 
responsible for product strategy, product management, and product analytics for a platform 
with over 500 million registered users. And we're going to spend a lot of time today talking 
about what is product management? What does it mean and how has it changed over the last 
20 years? 
 
 
Melinda Byerley:           But before Dropbox, Adam was the president and the CEO of 
Wealthfront, where, for four years, he championed the creation of a new category of 
automated investment services. Adam was always interested in personal finance when I knew 
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him, so I was so excited to see him take on this role, and he knocked it out of the park. While 
he was at Wealthfront, the company grew its client base by over 60x and grew its assets under 
management 45x, from less than a $100 million to over $4 billion. And during that time, 
Wealthfront also delivered on industry leading innovations, including direct indexing, the single 
stock diversification service, and the first automated 529 college savings plan. 
 
 
Melinda Byerley:           Prior to joining Wealthfront, Adam was the Vice President of 
Product Management at LinkedIn. He started at LinkedIn well before they went public and 
worked with them until well after their IPO. So another part of this interview we'll talk about 
what it's like to go through that experience and what types of people are successful in those 
environments. Adam led LinkedIn's platform and mobile products, including the launch of 
LinkedIn's open developer platform, and their highly successful native applications and mobile 
web experiences. Adam was the founder and architect of LinkedIn Hack Days, a seminal 
program for driving the innovation culture at the company. 
 
 
Melinda Byerley:           He was also responsible for leading LinkedIn search and cloud 
efforts, as well as forming and leading their user experience and design team. Prior to 
LinkedIn, Adam held a number of leadership roles at e Bay, where, as I mentioned, I worked 
with him in particular on my very first product shipped in Silicon Valley for me: a car electronics 
application to help people find stereos that would fit their car. At Ebay, he was the director of 
Ebay Express, an innovative new site that was focused on new fixed price products and 
previously, Adam also held strategic and technical roles at Atlas Venture preview systems in 
Apple. 
 
 
Melinda Byerley:           Adam has an MBA from Harvard Business School as well as 
bachelor's and master's in science degrees in computer science with focus on human 
computer interaction from Stanford University. And he is a creature of the Valley for he was 
born and raised here. And he still lives here with his wife and his four children. I hope you will 
enjoy this episode as much as I enjoyed creating it. 
 
 
Melinda Byerley:           Adam, welcome to the podcast. 
 
Adam Nash:                     Thanks. It's good to be here. 
 
Melinda Byerley:           You know, because you've listened to some of the episodes I 
think that I love to ask this question and we're about the same age, so it's still a fascinating 
question. Do you remember the first time that you became aware of a computer or of 
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computers and along with that, do you remember the first time you actually touched one or 
used it? 
 
Adam Nash:                     Yeah, so I'll cheat a little bit. I probably have three stories here. 
 
Melinda Byerley:           You can tell all of them. That's why we're here. 
 
Adam Nash:                     So, is not really a computer, but I distinctly remember that when I 
would go over to my grandmother's house, she lives down in Sunnyvale. I would always play 
with the calculator. I just really, digital calculator would always play with it. Very simple stuff. I 
was like- 
 
Melinda Byerley:           Did you turn it upside down and make words out of it. 
 
Adam Nash:                     I did that eventually. there's a limit to the number of words. But, I 
think my first computer memory, I remember in elementary school when my school got their 
first Apple IIs, I think Apple II pluses, maybe I. Now I'm going to get the dates wrong. I think II 
pluses came in first and then II Es came later. But, I remember taking a little basic 
programming class when I was, maybe eight, seven or eight which wasn't much. But then I 
remember, a couple of years later, my dad got a computer, but it was like a Compaq 386, like 
one of those... one of those all in one Compaqs where it was an amber display. 
 
Melinda Byerley:           Okay. 
 
Adam Nash:                     I remember these are like orange. 
 
Melinda Byerley:           Instead of green. 
 
Adam Nash:                     Instead of green, orange, totally different. 
 
Melinda Byerley:           It's such a fascinating story because as we get older, right, the 
kids that we have, well they will have been born with a computer in their hands. And so, I find it 
such a fascinating thing to talk about, which is, we were the first generation to, well the last 
generation really to like start our lives without computers in our daily life. So... 
 
Adam Nash:                     Yeah. It never ends. It's like... Because my kids, my youngest is six 
and my oldest is 14. I have a nine year old and a 12 year old side of the spectrum. But, even 
they compete on this little thing. I remember like, because they're all into the iPad and that 
thing. And that's part of their world. But it's a little bit like, “When I was born, we didn’t have 
iPhones, let alone iPads.” 
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Melinda Byerley:           Do you... this is a question I've always wanted to ask you. Never 
asked you this one before and is, do you remember when you were little what you want it to be 
when you grew up and why? 
 
Adam Nash:                     I actually have written record of this. So my mom had gotten me 
one of these books, Dr. Seuss books. “All About Me” or something. I forget what it's called. 
There's something like that. It's close to that. But, it's one of these books that you fill in all these 
facts about your life, like, how many steps is it to your mailbox? And how many pictures are in 
your house? It's like a little project for kids. 
 
Melinda Byerley:           I want this book. We can put it up on the notesl. 
 
Adam Nash:                     So, I have the one that I filled out when I was I think six. 
 
Melinda Byerley:           Awesome. 
 
Adam Nash:                     So, apparently I wanted to be a doctor and an artist. I put the 
special “and” in, cause there was only one field. I want to be a... and I put “and” in there and 
then I wrote a second line “and an artist.” So apparently that's what I wanted to be. 
 
Melinda Byerley:           So, fast forward a little bit. You went to Stanford in the '90s right? 
 
Adam Nash:                     Yes. 
 
Melinda Byerley:           What was the environment like at Stanford. How did you... I know 
you majored in computer science. How did you decide to do that? 
 
Adam Nash:                     Yeah, it's interesting because I get to go to campus now, because 
I'm teaching a class at least once a year. But no, some things were the same. I had done a 
couple internships. Like I'd interned at a software startup over the summer. 
 
Melinda Byerley:           Mm-hmm (affirmative). 
 
Adam Nash:                     I had done an internship at NASA doing some programming work, 
but I actually came into Stanford thinking I was going to do molecular biology, which was 
thwarted by the fact that they didn't actually have that major. 
 
Melinda Byerley:           You're not the only podcast guest who arrived at university only 
to discover the thing they were going to major in didn’t exist! 
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Adam Nash:                     But, I actually, Stanford was almost an accident. I didn't make that 
decision in an informed way the way I probably should have. Like mostly I was set against not 
going to Stanford. 
 
Melinda Byerley:           Why? 
 
Adam Nash:                     Oh. Because it was too close to home. Well, it just, it's part of 
growing up. Like you're going to go somewhere. I mean, Stanford literally- 
 
Melinda Byerley:           Just down the block. 
 
Adam Nash:                     Right. It's a longish walk, but doable. Certainly a bike ride. I used 
to bike there at times, but... so I was definitely looking at the east coast and that sort of thing. 
But I was probably overly swayed by things like the weather, which is not the most informed 
way to make a college choice. But in any case, one of the things I liked about Stanford that 
when I got there that was very different and I've... I took for granted but didn't realize how 
different that was, how lucky I was, is that Stanford was very committed to a liberal arts 
education. They just included engineering as part of the liberal arts. So like there was this, if 
you think about the basic liberal arts philosophy that like, "Oh, there's a whole range of 
subjects we should be educated in to be an educated adult in society. In Stanford, they 
included engineering fundamentals in that. 
 
Adam Nash:                     So, like if there were 10 requirements I think you had to take to 
graduate from Stanford and three of them were basically in the engineering school. And so 
what I took for granted is that there wasn't this hard line of like, "Oh, I'm going to go be an 
engineer." Or, "I'm going to go be in the liberal arts at Stanford." Almost everyone had to take 
both, right? You had requirements and literature and philosophy and history. And that's the 
thing. You had requirements in engineering fundamentals and mathematics and et cetera. And 
I took that for granted. I didn't realize that actually in most schools those worlds are kept very 
separate. 
 
Melinda Byerley:           Mm-hmm (affirmative). 
 
Adam Nash:                     But, when I went to school actually in the early '90s, I mean I 
didn't really fully process what it meant, but it was like a recession, right? Like it was not easy 
money. There were not jobs everywhere. Actually like the first Gulf War, it kicked off. Actually, 
ironically while I was an intern at NASA, which was- 
 
Melinda Byerley:           Interesting. 
 
Adam Nash:                     Well, it was one of those weird situations I couldn't drive. 
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Melinda Byerley:           Okay. 
 
Adam Nash:                     So, my mom drove me to the internship. 
 
Melinda Byerley:           I love this. 
 
Adam Nash:                     And, we pull up one day, I think it was in January, and instead of 
the normal security guard guy at NASA, Ames right here in Moundview, all of a sudden there's 
like four guys there and guns. Serious. And so they were like tap on the window, roll it down, 
like what's going on. And it turned out that was the day that they had started bombing in Iraq 
back in '91. At the time, this is before all the base closures happen. 
 
Adam Nash:                     So that was Mofette field's, it was still an air force base. So- 
 
Melinda Byerley:           It was legit military that you were driving on to. 
 
Adam Nash:                     Yeah. So anyway, the point was, it wasn't a great economic time. 
So I think a lot of things that people associate with Silicon Valley and Stanford right now, they 
wouldn't recognize. There was not a... everyone's doing a startup. There were no unicorns. 
There was no talk. I mean, there had been success stories, like people were very aware of 
Silicon Graphics, Sun Microsystems, Cisco, these were all tech companies had come out of the 
'80s. Stanford is built, Stanford engineering is built on a legacy. Even going back to a term in, a 
professor who had two students, Bill Hewlett and Dave Packard. Right. And actually supported 
them starting a scientific instruments company decades and decades ago. 
 
Adam Nash:                     So, Stanford had always had this culture around this idea that 
students go to school, they learn things, they go off and build things. Many often the faculty 
and their advisors help support them do this. There weren't these arbitrary lines in the sand of 
life. No, no, no, we don't get involved in industry or that somehow like your destiny, if you're 
smart, “Did you go into academia?” There was always a pride around doing. But, there wasn't a 
lot of the gold rush mentality around things. It was very focused on studying and learning and 
debating. A lot of things you associate with college just with the overlay of technology was 
included too. Right. So... 
 
Melinda Byerley:           You said you felt lucky for having experienced that. What makes 
you say that? 
 
Adam Nash:                     Well, because I have friends and family members who went to 
other schools where there was a pretty hard line in the sand, right? Engineering was not 
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something that liberal arts schools... where engineering was a trade. You didn't do that. Why 
would you learn how to program almost belittling the exercise. Yeah. 
 
Melinda Byerley:           Why'd you get your hands dirty, right? 
 
Adam Nash:                     I mean, I think it's well known now. Right? Keyboards are filthy. 
Pretty sure that's a thing. I guess there was some truth to it. But, no, but fundamentally, I 
actually feel lucky though, that those boundaries weren't there. Like I might not have ended up 
in computer science. Right. I started thinking I was going to do molecular biology. They didn't 
have that. I looked at biology, had to take all this chemistry. I took a lot of chemistry. But 
because of those engineering fundamentals, I remember my freshman year, I had gotten this 
advice going to college that, if you ever hear there's a brilliant professor, don't overthink it. Take 
the class anyway. Even if you'd think you don't like the subject, take the class. 
 
Melinda Byerley:           It's good advice. 
 
Adam Nash:                     Yeah. It, well, it turns out that, if you believe that almost anything 
can be interesting and worth learning. Finding, usually that's that brilliant teachers, because 
they are in touch with why people love it. Right? It’s why they’re there. 
 
Melinda Byerley:           Yeah, that makes sense. 
 
Adam Nash:                     Make sense. So, a professor named, Broadman, who actually 
ended up, I think being dean of the engineering school at one point, a really tall guy. He was 
teaching intro to material science and I thought it was fascinating. I had heard it was a fantastic 
teacher, went to take the class and I was just blown away, because I had never heard about 
material science. I’d heard about chemistry and had done lab work, work in high school and 
college and I was taking organic chem at a time. Material science engineering was like, instead 
of chemistry, which was mostly like, "Let's understand how all these things work and why they 
work the way that was,"material sciences were like, "What do you want to make?" Like you want 
something that... 
 
Melinda Byerley:           Something that's real. 
 
Adam Nash:                     These electrical properties, this strength, this hardness. If you 
want it to be flexible? Do you want it to be brittle? Like all these things, it was an engineering 
class. It was like, no, no, you, you make the thing. And I just thought that was phenomenal. 
Right. And I was surprised the math wasn't complicated. I don't, I don't think we even used, I 
don't think we use calculus. It was just algebra, but it was, wire superconductor. 
Superconductors and how do you make superconductors and what are all the phase shifts 
that happened? What are different crystal structures? So all the things I liked about geometry 
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and they were all in there, and I came out of that class, and I'm like, "Wow, if that's..." It's like the 
first hit. I was like, "If that's engineering then I should look at more engineering classes." 
Because that was the fundamental I had to take for the requirements. 
 
Adam Nash:                     I ended up... Over that summer I did an internship in material 
science. I won't go into the details, but it was... I spent that summer looking at course books of 
like, which major in engineering had the fewest classes that I wouldn't want to take anyway. 
Turned out biology had a lot of classes I didn't want to take. And I ended up actually landing on 
computer science. There was only one class in the computer science major that I didn't want to 
take, and it turned out I was wrong about it, but- 
 
Melinda Byerley:           Which was it? 
 
Adam Nash:                     CS137 introduction- 
 
Melinda Byerley:           You remember- 
 
Adam Nash:                     ... to numerics. 
 
Melinda Byerley:           okay. 
 
Adam Nash:                     Now I do remember, because I had to take it for my masters. And, 
I was wrong. I just didn't understand what it was all about. So, I thought it was a very esoteric 
class about how does floating point arithmetic work and different ways that machines compute 
numbers. I thought that was not that exciting. It turns out that there's actually a very elaborate 
branch of mathematics about the errors that happen when you try to compute numbers and 
understanding when errors propagate and when they grow, when you can contain them. Turns 
out to be a very useful, general thing to know. 
 
Melinda Byerley:           Especially in computer science. 
 
Adam Nash:                     Well, especially in software when you get into areas where you 
see errors compound. And knowing when you were saying, well, like at some point, close 
enough isn't close enough. Like, as I said, I don't, we don't actually know the answer. 
 
Melinda Byerley:           At this point, we don’t know the answer. 
 
Adam Nash:                     So, but yeah, that was how I picked this. So, sophomore year I 
declared computer science and took intro to computer science and off to the races. 
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Melinda Byerley:           So after Stanford, I was looking at your LinkedIn profile, you 
decided to go to Apple, right? 
 
Adam Nash:                     Yes. 
 
Melinda Byerley:           So, that also is a very special time at Apple. So, maybe tell... I know 
I've heard some of your stories, but like when you walk in, you've graduated from college, right? 
And, Steve Jobs is still there as, as I've said in the podcast, and you walk in the door and, 
 
Adam Nash:                     Well, that's the funny story. 
 
Melinda Byerley:           What’s going on there? 
 
Adam Nash:                     So, actually I never got an interview at Apple. That didn't happen. I 
had interned at Apple. 
 
Melinda Byerley:           Okay. 
 
Adam Nash:                     I'd interned the summer before. I had been an intern at... There 
used to be a group at Apple called the Apple Advanced Technology Group. And it was basically 
in some ways the child of Xerox PARC, right? Like there'd been this history, but Apple had its 
own research groups. Some incredibly brilliant people out of Xerox PARC and an upcoming 
over to Apple. Some of the fundamental innovations Apple had done in the '80s had come out 
of the advanced technology group. Quick time. It was a big deal. 
 
Melinda Byerley:           You may have heard it. I maybe using it to record the intro. 
 
Adam Nash:                     And so they actually had multiple labs and research. So I have this 
internship there. Most of my internships through college had been in research groups. At 
Stanford and Interval and then at Apple. But unfortunately, like I said, at the time, if you put 
the...I’m interviewing around end of '96, Apple's doing layoffs, Apple is not doing well and Steve 
Jobs is not there. 
 
Melinda Byerley:           So, this is not even like, "Hey look, I got this hot job. Like it's 
difficult. Like it's- 
 
Adam Nash:                     Gil Amelia had taken the job. I remember having a... As an intern, I 
had gotten into one of his lunches, but it was not a happy place at the time and mostly people 
were just counting the minutes until they went away. Like it was going to be one of… There's all 
these great computer companies that were huge in their time, but the writing was on the wall. I 
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mean, I think it was a Business Week cover that was like “The death of an American icon” or 
“The fall of an American icon” with a black cover and like gruesome Apple with like barbed wire. 
 
Adam Nash:                     And, I remember because my roommate at the time, a good 
friend of mine who has gone on to be a founder that really, well actually bet me, think he bet 
me, I don't want get the amount of money wrong. I think it was more than a thousand dollars 
that within five years Apple would be bankrupt. 
 
Melinda Byerley:           Wow. Did you collect on that debt? 
 
Adam Nash:                     No, we, I forgot what we actually exchanged at the time. I think he 
may have bought me dinner or something. But that was how negative people were, so they 
were not doing interviews. They weren't hiring, and they were laying people off. There were no 
jobs easy to be had at that time. What happened was that one of the lecturers, a woman 
named Julie Zelenski, still teaches at Stanford. It was fantastic. She is one of these people who 
always somehow manage to do three things at once besides teaching full time at Stanford, also 
was working at NeXT. 
 
Melinda Byerley:          Crazy. 
 
Adam Nash:                     And so I interviewed at NeXT. She introduced me there. I liked the 
culture; there was a lot of very smart people, it was one of these software companies where 
they were very proud of the fact that they had two people doing what Apple had 20 people to 
do and Microsoft had 200 people to do. 
 
Melinda Byerley:           Scrappy. 
 
Adam Nash:                     Those were big numbers. 
 
Melinda Byerley:           It's scrappy. 
 
Adam Nash:                     I interviewed there and then I remember distinctly in December 
getting a call from the guy I was interviewing with. A guy named Craig Federighi who's at Apple, 
again writing software. The very cryptic email saying like, "Hey, we're very excited about you. 
There's some stuff going on here, but don't worry about it. We'll check in after winter break. It'll 
be fine." Trying to keep me warm. So, I was talking to other companies and then of course the 
announcement came out about Apple buying NeXT. 
 
Melinda Byerley:           Wow. 
 
Adam Nash:                     Or merging, I think officially it was a merger. 
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Melinda Byerley:           Yes. Always a merger. 
 
Adam Nash:                     There was a T-shirt that went around. I never got one. I like T-
shirts, but there was a T-shirt going around about how, which had the NeXT logo swallowing 
Apple. But, I ended up joining Apple. But, I thought it was joining NeXT, and I actually worked on 
web objects, which was part of the NeXT stack. Nominally even part of the greater rhapsody 
project, which was the code name for the new operating system, became Mac OS 10. But, I was 
not, I was actually, I was at Apple, but I was writing Java code on a windows NT machine. It felt 
very, not Apple. But at the same time the afternoons we could play volleyball once a week with 
the power book team and talk to folks, and it was good. 
 
Melinda Byerley:           And you saw some changes there. Did things start to change? 
Was the acquisition right after you started? Of NeXT? 
 
Adam Nash:                     It happened before I started. 
 
Melinda Byerley:           Okay. So having before you started, and you were at Apple for 
three years? 
 
Adam Nash:                     No. Not even... Less than two. 
 
Melinda Byerley:           Less than two. 
 
Adam Nash:                     Yeah, for sure. And, part of that was when I was an intern, so it 
was a very short time. Yeah. What happened was, by the time I joined they had merged, I spent 
my first few months of my job actually working in Redwood Shores where NeXT was. I worked 
in the old NeXT buildings. 
 
Melinda Byerley:           Okay. 
 
Adam Nash:                     But, they were right there. So, I was there for a few months, then 
we moved to Infinite Loop. We actually moved into building five. We took over the floor after 
they killed the Newton. Bins everywhere of old Newton equipment and then we're all going 
through it and that sort of thing. But yeah, it was an interesting time because... by that point, 
Gil was out and Steve had come in as interim CEO. 
 
Melinda Byerley:           Okay. 
 
Adam Nash:                     And there were a lot of good moments that you're... It taught me 
a lot about what it's like to manage and lead in times of stress like that. There's a lot of things 
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that happened with individuals. This is not what they signed up for there. Their folks that NeXT 
that had signed up to be in a small dynamic company that was going to go public someday. It's 
not what they signed up for. There were people who loved Apple, but felt like Apple wasn't the 
same Apple that they had signed up for. There are folks who just were worried about their 
careers if they were learning a bunch of technology that was not going to be relevant in a 
Windows world. 
 
Melinda Byerley:           They'd given up, like we're done here. So, yeah. 
 
Adam Nash:                     Yeah, they thought. Giving up as much as is the anxiety that... it's 
the heart and mind thing. It's the, "I like what I'm doing, I'm learning what I'm doing, but I'm 
worried it's not good for my career, family." That sort of thing. So, but yeah, it was an 
interesting time. And then some very exciting things happened. That was when Steve had to do 
the reboot meetings with the team. I wrote about that when he passed away. Think Different 
came out, which was an interesting lesson in branding and exercise and discussion and how 
much- 
 
Melinda Byerley:           How did you about that as an engineer, like watching this 
campaign, because I'm a marketer. So, when I watched that commercial I... Today, this day I 
might even get a tear out of... I see it as such a pinnacle of accomplishment in marketing. And 
so, I'm curious what you...like as an engineer. Did you roll your eyes? Did you think it was 
amazing? What did you think? 
 
Adam Nash:                     Well, it was hard to understand why given all the stresses and 
strains of Apple of the time that that would be a priority. 
 
Melinda Byerley:           Fascinating. 
 
Adam Nash:                     Or, that would somehow help the business. You have to 
remember that at the time Apple was... Apple had a market cap, single digit billion. It may at six 
billion and says, I think the market cap had dropped below three. It was a little bit price below 
sales, was losing money. My friend who had made the bet about Apple going out of business 
was not foolish anyway. Like, Sun almost bought Apple and could have bought Apple, I think for 
less than $3 billion and walked away, because the price was too high. Like that almost 
happened when I was there. 
 
Melinda Byerley:           I forgot about that. 
 
Adam Nash:                     Yeah. That was because Scott Miguel at the time was like, "How 
can we compete with the Microsoft Juggernaut if we don't have a PC play?" That was one 
possible angle. Maybe Apple could have been the company that brought Unix to the masses. 
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That was a debate back then, which in some ways it did. I mean, we're all sitting here with 
iPhones and Android devices that are all effectively children of Unix. So, there's some truth to 
it. Anyway, so a lot of interesting things happened, but yeah, I think different. I mean some of 
it's evergreen. I mean, you could just go on the Internet. Now I see the same. To me it's like 
how many arguments could people have about grammar? It turns out to be infinite and good 
forever. Hundreds of years. Like no differentLY. No, it's about the thing we're thinking. We're 
thinking about think different. It's not how to think. It's what to think about. A lot of fun. I 
remember the rollout, Cafe Max, they rolled out, everyone got posters, they got a special, I still 
have one of the books they handed out then, which was all the campaign. But yeah, I mean in 
retrospect it was a brilliant campaign. And, like a lot of brilliant campaigns, it actually came 
straight from the top. Steve's focus on how do we distill things down to something emotional. 
 
Melinda Byerley:           Mm-hmm (affirmative). 
 
Adam Nash:                     Because he was very convinced that Apple's future was much 
basically tied to emotion. 
 
Melinda Byerley:           I’ll opine as the marketer here, and say that's what all marketing 
is. It has to be. 
 
Adam Nash:                     Yeah. So it was... As an engineer though it wasn't negative at all. In 
fact, it was- 
 
Melinda Byerley:           I like to hear your skepticism because that's one thing that's 
never changed is the engineers...that you roll out a marketing campaign and engineers are like, 
"Meh, do we really like... do we need this right now.?" But, then you do. 
 
Adam Nash:                     Well so, you have to think of the host of problems that were going 
on right now. Like the Power Macs had been incredibly buggy. The OS, not only had not rolled 
out modern features, but there've been two, depending how you count, two or three attempts 
to reboot with a new OS and hadn't worked. Pink didn't happen. Taligent didn't work. Amelio’s 
[Apple CEO’s] Copeland and Gershwin [software releases] didn't pan out really. There's a lot of 
cynicism like, “Glad we have a campaign!” Everyone knew Steve was famous and liked famous 
people and wanted to see himself in that group. So there's always a little, “How close to reality 
is this thing?” 
 
Adam Nash:                     But, I would say in general, people were very happy, because 
whether you agreed or not, Steve clearly was fighting. Like he clearly, he didn't have to do it. It 
turned out there was this other company that had started to do pretty well. Pixar. Toy Story 
had come out, like he had wandered in the wilderness with NeXT and taken over things. But, he 
could have... A lot of people in the 90s were doing these sales of companies and then within a 
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year or two vested out, and they were out and doing whatever they wanted. Right? We still see 
some of those people today. 
 
Melinda Byerley:           That's right. And he came back and kept fighting for it much. 
That's also motivating. Right? 
 
Adam Nash:                     And he really did a smart thing. This is part of his time I think, 
after Apple, and I didn't know him well. I was a 22 year old engineer, so I had maybe three or 
four meetings that Steve was in. But he had found a group of people who are really smart who 
he trusted. So the truth is a lot of the NeXT executives, employees became a nervous system 
spreading through Apple and with them came a lot of faith and trust in Steve. Not idealized 
faith, not the marketing PR driven, but just the- 
 
Melinda Byerley:           Not the blind obedience. 
 
Adam Nash:                     Yeah, just having fought battles together. Knowing strengths and 
weaknesses. And there, there were brilliant people, brilliant people in hardware, brilliant 
people in software. It was exciting. As a young engineer you're having a real debate, like what 
should the kernel, the new operating system would be? And you're having debates about like 
Apple had a kernel they had developed, Mach, should we use a Solaris kernel, pros, and cons 
of each. I mean, that's a catnip for an engineer. It's like, real smart people, real practical 
theoretical problems. Actually bringing technology that people have been debating for decades 
and thinking that you are going to be the ones to bring it to millions of consumers. It was, it 
was exciting. 
 
Melinda Byerley:           That's a good thing. And so I also like to ask you too, because you, 
unlike a lot of people who focus in on the tech side of technology, you...maybe that goes back 
to your being an artist is that...you then went to business school. You decided, you made this 
choice. You did finally make it to the east coast. 
 
Adam Nash:                     Because so many artists go to business school? 
 
Melinda Byerley:           Yeah, well hey I'm one. I mean it happens, but I mean more like 
you, you didn't put your head... like you were all excited about this technology, the hardware, 
or the software, the kernel. And then you decide, "I'm going to go to business school." And, 
some of our other podcast guests, I was thinking of Jim Long in particular. There's somewhat 
sometimes an anti-business school, bias in tech. Right. And the anti MBA. 
 
Adam Nash:                     Sure. 
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Melinda Byerley:           And, so how did you make that leap? And particularly let's talk 
about whether you do it again and if you'd recommend it today because life was different. 
 
Adam Nash:                     I would do it again. And I saw, I still frame it the same way. I think 
business schools' reputation in Silicon Valley is well earned. And, actually I... It was one of the 
things my classmates made fun of me for. I think the first few months I was at school, because I 
kept talking about how MBAs approach things. Like they looked at me and say, you realize- 
 
Melinda Byerley:           You are one. 
 
Adam Nash:                     ... if you keep on this path, you will get one of those also? 
 
Melinda Byerley:           You know where you're sitting. Right? 
 
Adam Nash:                     Exactly. So, but, no business school was fantastic on multiple 
fronts. I finally got to the northeast and got a little bit more of a taste of that culture and that 
world. And, I thought it was fantastic that a few years after school, all these people had gone 
down different paths, different majors, different industries, different countries. And then they 
came back, and were comparing notes in some ways in different perspectives. So I used to 
describe business school a little bit is a reunion of sorts, but not for all the people you went to 
school with, but all of these different folks who went different paths and then came back to 
learn more and had real work experience to compare. So, I really liked it but I always saw it as 
a... I always saw business school as serving different needs. There were a lot of people who 
approach business school as some sort of ladder, right? Like, "Oh, if I get an MBA, I will be paid 
more, right? Or, I will get a different title, or I could become an executive. And from a Silicon 
Valley perspective, particularly tech, that makes no sense. 
 
Melinda Byerley:           Right. 
 
Adam Nash:                     There are faster paths, better paths to becoming, to making more 
money, to having more, a better title, having more career success. You go down the list, there a 
better paths in tech for those than going to business school. And actually, I was in the era 
where when people went to visible for those reasons, it was breaking down. That tended to 
lead to a lot of people being disappointed and cynical and frustrated with what they thought 
they were getting out of business school. Because if you weren't going into banking or 
consulting, there wasn't really a... Or, maybe an old economy. 
 
Melinda Byerley:           Yeah, consumer packaged goods. 
 
Adam Nash:                     Fortune 500, I mean. 
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Melinda Byerley:           Yeah, corporate finance. 
 
Adam Nash:                     I think the truth is there were older companies like General 
Motors that really did put MBAs on a different track than other tracks. But, that certainly wasn't 
true in tech or in the valley. 
 
Melinda Byerley:           And, still is not. 
 
Adam Nash:                     Likely, will never be. 
 
Melinda Byerley:           Forewarning. For those of you still in business school. 
 
Adam Nash:                     Yeah. But, I always pursued it differently. I had... after Apple, I had 
left because I had decided being an engineer at a big company wasn't a good fit for me. I had 
joined a startup as like the fifth engineer. I think we were 15 people at the startup when I was 
there and we had... As usual for the late '90s, within 18 months we had gone public or 
something like that. 
 
Melinda Byerley:           It's that for real? 
 
Adam Nash:                     Yeah. And in the end of '99 And so, I had treated business school 
a little bit more like a sabbatical of like, "Hey, there has to be more to business than what I'm 
seeing in Silicon Valley in the late '90s." 
 
Melinda Byerley:           Mm-hmm (affirmative). 
 
Adam Nash:                     If there isn't, I might be in the wrong field, but if there is, I want to 
know about it. And so for me, I had earned basically with some early success with that startup. 
If I wanted to spend my money on going to school and seeing if there was more business, to 
me it was more like a traditional sabbatical. 
 
Melinda Byerley:           Yup. 
 
Adam Nash:                     So, I usually frame it..If people want to go to business school and 
go deep and learn that stuff, I mean the truth of the matter is like any school, there's probably 
10 times more information that you can get out of that process than you need to graduate. 
 
Melinda Byerley:           Mm-hmm (affirmative). For sure. 
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Adam Nash:                     If you're looking for the credential, I have bad news for you, it's 
not as valuable as it once was- 
 
Melinda Byerley:           And, you can learn NPV anywhere. 
 
Adam Nash:                     Yeah, but for me it was like a kid in a candy store. I mean, I didn't 
just... I had read [The] Innovator's Dilemma in '97. I got to do projects with Clay Christensen. 
Right? I could... You can read about venture capital or you could actually study with, and do 
projects with the guy who did the canonical study on venture capital returns. Right? It was 
just... for me, it was a playground of being able to work with people who are true experts and 
deep thinkers in their field and get to know people who are going into different careers and 
different areas. Like you talking about marketing, it's... You can, you don't know what great 
marketing is until you, you're with someone who loves it and is fantastic at it and they're deep 
into it. 
 
Adam Nash:                     I would say the same thing about any fields that, even ones that 
are easy to joke about. I mean, you, you don't really understand banking until you meet people 
who are not only brilliant at it, but understand its purpose and why it exists and what value it 
adds. Consulting, the same thing. And so, for me it was very useful because even in just a few 
years, I hadn't understood how narrow my view had on in Silicon Valley and at Stanford, 
because once you start majoring in computer science, internships at tech companies, you're 
mostly taking classes with people who made the same decision and then very quickly you've 
gone from like, you could do anything to a very narrow viewpoint. I thought business school 
was actually very useful for me. 
 
Melinda Byerley:           I had a diverse career before business school as you know, and 
I've been in tech for 20 years, and the longer I'm here, I can feel my view narrowing. I can feel it. 
The longer I'm here and I always warn students like I come from now, I am now a creature of 
this place. Like I've been pulled in, like “Inception.” I'm now in the shared sort of world. And it's 
very hard once you're in it. So it's, that's actually smart when you're younger to pull back and 
see like I've got a last chance here, like to really pull back and see what else is out there. 
 
Adam Nash:                     There's always that tension, right? To be really great at something. 
There's a depth you have to get to, and an immersion that you get to. And then, the flip side of 
course is that a lot of innovation comes from interdisciplinary, exploring those boundaries that 
aren't within it. And so there's always a tension back and forth. So, if you go deep on 
something, you end up, some part of you is aware of the fact that you're missing a lot of things 
and not seeing the world as clearly as in some other dimensions. 
 
Melinda Byerley:           So millennials didn't invent FOMO? 
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Adam Nash:                     No, I'm pretty sure. I'm pretty sure most humans end up, because 
in the beginning and just a... It's, I think it's just a characteristic of youth. It's just a like... In the 
beginning it feels like you could do anything, maybe want to do anything. You don't want to 
close any doors and it's very hard part of careers and life to realize that you're closing doors. 
And that's okay, because you can't go through all the doors. 
 
Melinda Byerley:           So, you were at this VC firm. I've never asked you this question, 
because in Silicon Valley world, for those of you who are not from our world, who are listening, 
like there's this ladder as you talked about, you're an engineer and then you go to business 
school and you become a venture capitalist. And then, you become rich and live happily ever 
after. I think that's the myth that we're like... That's what happens. 
 
Melinda Byerley:           And so like there you are, you're, you've made it. You're at the VC 
firm and you decide to come back to this company. And Ebay had already gone public. Like I 
remember the stock split six weeks after I got there, like it was not like nobody had ever heard 
of it. It wasn't a startup anymore. So what brought you back in? What made you come back to 
operating? And we're going to talk about product management in a moment. 
 
Adam Nash:                     So many things to unpack there. Well, I would be remiss if I didn't 
actually just at least jump on one of the funniest assumptions in that myth. You have to 
remember my mother's... She's clinical faculty at Stanford in psychology, but she's in practice, 
right? So she's at practice. As it turns out, most of her patients over the years and decades are 
successful people in tech and venture capitalists. So, the idea that venture capitalists live 
happily ever after, I'm pretty sure this conclusive empirical proof that is mostly false. But no, it's 
a good question. 
 
Adam Nash:                     So what happened was actually pretty simple. Some of it was out 
of my control. So I had gone into venture capital after business school partially because I was 
excited... I'm excited about venture capital, exited about startups. I liked the idea that that's 
where my job would be is to be in the know about what breaking technology was being 
commercialized and meeting founders who have ideas for how to turn that into great 
businesses and great products. So, I liked that job description and I joined a firm that had 
originally come from Europe, headquartered in Boston, and had in the last couple of years 
opened up offices in Silicon Valley and Seattle. 
 
Adam Nash:                     I was like, "Oh, this is a perfect trade." I'll come and help you build 
out the... I went to Stanford, good connections and they're like, "I'll help you build out the 
practice." And in turn I'll have success becoming a partner at the firm. And so that's what the 
track I thought it was on. And, of course it turned out that with the bubble bursting, the 
contrarian inside of me was right in some ways, like some of the investments in companies I 
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looked at then turned out to be phenomenally successful. And, when I think of the prices that 
investors were... I mean these were times where like series A, people were writing $4 million 
checks on a 4 million pre. And so, the percentages that you ended up owning, and like I said, 
some of these companies like, some of the ones I looked like Isilon, Iron ports. 
 
Melinda Byerley:           Mm-hmm (affirmative). 
 
Adam Nash:                     Maybe not. These days would be unicorns. And in those days they 
were worth just more than half a billion dollars, which back then we thought was a lot of 
money. But it was actually a very good time to learn things. But Atlas had decided...the firm I 
worked for… decided the end of 2002, to cut their billion dollar fund in half, close a bunch of 
offices. And I think there's a lot of decisions that firms make when they're in trouble. I've 
learned this a little bit at Apple and later at Ebay. Sometimes they go after the new thing and 
sometimes they circle the wagons around the old thing. And so Atlas circled the wagons 
around the old thing, which meant that Silicon Valley was going. 
 
Adam Nash:                     For me I was like, “I'm, thank you I'm staying in Silicon Valley." But- 
 
Melinda Byerley:           And, I think we're done here. 
 
Adam Nash:                     Well, I was out of a job though. And so... Which turned out to be a 
nice time to get a dog and...I was not very good at being unemployed then. I had gotten 
married already, but, no, Carolyn did get me my first beagle. Which was nice, cute little puppy 
and that sort of thing. But- 
 
Melinda Byerley:           Adam was such an Apple guy. I remember when I met him. Both 
this dogs were named after Adam, after Apple products. 
 
Adam Nash:                     Yeah. So the beagles, we ended up with two beagles. We had a 
naming scheme. They had to be scientists, they had to be Apple products, and they had to end 
in N, to go with Nash. So we had Newton and then Darwin. 
 
Melinda Byerley:           Yeah. 
 
Adam Nash:                     Darwin, my dad came up with. That was particularly clever 
because he sailed on the HMS Beagle. So, that was an extra- 
 
Melinda Byerley:           Solid choice. 
 
Adam Nash:                     Level of cleverness. 
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Melinda Byerley:           That's a deep cut. 
 
Adam Nash:                     That's pretty good. 
 
Melinda Byerley:           So, but coming back to Ebay, so one of the things that... Right 
now, you're the head of product for Dropbox. But you have also written extensively and 
thoughtfully about what product management is. And so for the audience, what is product 
management? What do product managers to do all day? 
 
Adam Nash:                     So I think... That's a good..When I was at Ebay, and I went to Ebay, 
just to answer the previous question, partially because when I left venture capital, one thing I 
learned at my time in venture capital was that the people who were at the highest premium, 
that if they were starting a company, you wanted to write a check into that company, or if they 
weren't starting a company you wanted to hire them into one of the companies you funded, all 
have this background where they had been in engineering or product. They had worked at a 
successful fast growing company. 
 
Melinda Byerley:           Mm-hmm (affirmative). 
 
Adam Nash:                     Growth was important, and now we're ready to do it again. Right? 
And help make that happen. And so, like even in venture capital when... In venture capital 
everyone gets distilled down to 30-sound soundbites and I'm being generous. If it’s not 15 
seconds. What I realized was that no one, even after the bubble burst, no one cared about the 
startup I was at, they cared that I was at Apple. Even though I hadn't been there that long. It 
was just, it, it meant all these things to people, whether they're real or not. And so I was looking 
around at the end of 2002, 2003 for companies that were growing. And it was a really short list. 
 
Melinda Byerley:           As I said, there weren't many people on that list. 
 
Adam Nash:                     If I remember correctly, I couldn't come up with a sixth. I had like 
five. And so you had to stretch the envelope. So, as much as I love startups, Ebay was one of 
the few companies growing 100% year over year, had a business model. It was drawing lots of 
smart people going there. I had friends who had gone there and so I ended up at Ebay and I 
ended up in product. The part of the reason I ended up in product was I ended up showing my 
resume, because when you do, in Silicon Valley, I know you know this, but having done two 
years of business school and then two years in VC, so going to business school is bad enough. 
After two years of business school, two years of VC... 
 
Melinda Byerley:           You were a traitor. 
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Adam Nash:                     You're not a traitor. Just people don't know what to do with you. 
Like what can you do? 
 
Melinda Byerley:           Yeah. What can you get done? 
 
Adam Nash:                     What do you do? You meet people? Because unclear. 
 
Melinda Byerley:           Coffee? 
 
Adam Nash:                     Obviously, I'm half joking, but like literally it... People don't know 
what to do with you. I'd shown my resume to a number of friends, close friends, like, okay, 
"Take my name off of this. Like, look at this resume. What does this person do for a living?" 
Universal answers. "Oh, this is a product manager." If someone has an engineering 
background, "Oh good." Like with a design emphasis and when they have a business degree so 
they can do like engineering design and business? That's a product manager. I was like, "Okay, 
good to know." And, that's how I ended up in product at Ebay. 
 
Melinda Byerley:           Why do you think nobody understands what product 
management is? 
 
Adam Nash:                     Well, I think it's because it's an... First of all, it's a recent creation, 
right? So, there are concepts from other industries, right? Like brand managers and consumer 
packaged goods have a little bit of that ethos of what it means to own a brand and drive 
product, etc. But, if you go back to like the four P's, product, pricing, promotion, placement, 
that sort of thing, product part of marketing. 
 
Melinda Byerley:           It's what I always say. See you guys, it's not just me. 
 
Adam Nash:                     And then Apple, which was a company born in the '70s as a 
hardware company, product still lives in marketing. Right? There is no separate product 
function. And so, that's a relatively new thing. There's also the world of Hollywood and creative 
areas, which video games borrowed from a little bit, with the idea of a producer. 
 
Melinda Byerley:           For sure. Yeah. 
 
Adam Nash:                     That's a little bit different too. So product manager evolved I think 
with the industry of.... And, I always joke that it will, it would all, if we got rid of all the product 
managers, got rid of the functions, it would re-evolve again. 
 
Melinda Byerley:           Mm-hmm (affirmative). 
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Adam Nash:                     Right? It's like filling a niche that needs to be filled, because 
inevitably either engineering goes, "Hey, we're getting like a million requests from sales. Jill, 
you're really good with people. Can you just talk to them and get an organized list and rank it 
for us, so we can actually know, because it… The noise. Can't get work done." Or, the sales folks 
would go, "Hey, we can't get engineering to actually build the stuff we need to make the 
business go. Joan, you took engineering in school. Like you can speak to them. Can you just 
explain to them what we need to do and why?" 
 
Adam Nash:                     And so, I think the product rule comes out of that basic interface 
that's needed because if your head's down 80/20, figuring out how to build things and what to 
build, it's hard to get enough external inputs to make those decisions. And trying it, you could 
do it, but that would take away from the time that you're using to actually design and build 
things. And then, the flip side is, I think that there's a real need for some coherence, right? Like, 
as companies scale, like you need some organization. So I think product fundamentally fills that 
role. 
 
Adam Nash:                     So I often describe it as a place where technology, your 
technology strategy, right? Almost all technology companies exist because something that used 
to be hard and expensive has become inexpensive and abundant, but not everything. And part 
of the technology track, is knowing what's possible. There's a design-centric view, which is really 
the heart of the customer-centric view in terms of what, what problems are you actually 
solving? What are your... From their perspective, what can you do for them? How do you create 
value? And then of course there's a business strategy, which is around why does this company 
need to exist? What does it... What are competitors doing? How's the field evolving? There's a 
lot of strategy work. 
 
Adam Nash:                     And so product ends up being this interdisciplinary role in the 
middle that has to hold all of that in their heads and try and rationalize those pieces. And in my 
view, ends up being accountable for the outcome. Right? So there's a little bit of like, there's no 
E for effort, right? Like you do your best. The other functions usually can be evaluated more 
objectively about whether they're doing a good job at their craft. Product is that seat of a 
accountability of like, does this actually all come together? For the customer. From a 
technology standpoint. From a business standpoint. And so, yeah, and Ebay was amazing 
company to join, because I had never been at a web company despite having worked on web 
objects. That was a development-centric framework. 
Adam Nash:                     Our customers were developers building applications including 
web applications. But I hadn't worked on a web product before and so I did Web 1.0 company, 
most metrics oriented company I'd ever seen short of Intel. I remember saying in my interview 
that the only other company I'd seen that was as metrics focused as Ebay was at that time was 
actually a semiconductor company. Like they're optimizing designs down to exactly when 
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errors happen in manufacturing, how can you still sell the thing? It was my first introduction to 
product and the problem was at Ebay was frankly, I kept asking people what product managers 
did. And, I could not get a lot of detail. The number one thing, of course, was like, "Oh, well you 
write product requirements,” which felt a little self referential, but that's okay. And so- 
 
Melinda Byerley:           Like an Office Space and he's like, "I talked to the customers." 
 
Adam Nash:                     That's the best way you... "Do you talk to the customers?" "No." 
“Why can't they just give the requirements to the engineers?” “I'm good with people.” There's 
some truth to it. But no, like at Ebay, Ebay had been organized largely with the entire 
engineering and technical functions as a service organization. And so there was a bit of an 
implication of the business came up with needs. Product came up with solutions to those 
needs, wrote the basically almost contractual level detail requirements documents, that then 
design- 
 
Melinda Byerley:           Section 23.2.7 
 
Adam Nash:                     Oh, in the metrics... I remember at one point an average PRD was 
meant to generate at least four train seats, which was three weeks, so 12 weeks of engineering 
work. 
 
Melinda Byerley:           My God. 
 
Adam Nash:                     You had to generate 2.2 PRDs per quarter. It was an entire funnel 
of optimization of how do you make sure that everyone's working on something at any given 
time and the things that they are working on are prioritized in order of impact to business. I 
mean, it was an amazing machine. 
 
Melinda Byerley:           I tell people to this day, nobody runs a company, has run a 
company like Meg [Whitman] did at that time. Like- 
 
Adam Nash:                     Well, I mean, and Lynn [Reedy] had a lot of influence- 
 
Melinda Byerley:           Meg, and Lynn, and MD [Michael Dearing]. Like we knew what we 
had to do and we had to get it done. 
 
Adam Nash:                     Yeah. And there were different perspectives. Meg, I think had 
been there early but really had a real zeitgeist of the brand and what it meant. Maynard 
[Webb] and then Lynn very focused on uptime and like this is like this can't go down every 
second. So, he'd always optimize for throughput and uptime. Is the way I would describe it. 
And had mostly achieved those goals. 
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Melinda Byerley:           I mean, that's a reminder to kids like- 
 
Adam Nash:                     But those aren't necessarily the right goals to win in the market. 
 
Melinda Byerley:           Web 1.0 is the time when we worried whether the site would be 
up. 
 
Adam Nash:                     That's right. 
 
Melinda Byerley:           We take it... As you say that now I remember that, like we didn't 
release code during Q4. Or, at least December. Some period- 
 
Adam Nash:                     That came later. 
 
Melinda Byerley:           Yeah. Like there was no code released, because the site might go 
down. 
 
Adam Nash:                     We probably released code more often than our sellers wanted 
us to. And actually, we were like clockwork. We actually, there were trains every week, and we 
released new features on... I'm going to get it wrong, and they're going to kill me with... I forgot 
whether it’s odd or even trains, think it was odd. We would release features and even trained 
for just for engineering updates and that sort of thing. And it was a work back. It was a waterfall 
process. So a lot of my original thinking about product came from Ebay about what I was and 
wasn't told right? Things I saw in action that were good, things that I saw not happening. And 
then when I became a manager and then a director, it's just the way I think. To understand 
what a job is I had to understand what I thought onboarding looked like, what you had to get 
done in your first two days or two weeks or two months. What you had to, what your 
responsibilities were. And so I started, that was when I started blogging quite a bit, because it 
was, it was a little bit of me collecting my thoughts about... trying to define what the product 
function was. What were people accountable for, how did people know they're doing a good 
job? What was the difference between an individual contributor or a manager, that sort of 
thing. So a lot of that came in that formative period. And then of course, when I went to 
LinkedIn, I took the good, the bad, the ugly of what I'd learned about product and tried to put 
that in place at LinkedIn. 
 
Melinda Byerley:           How did... I have two questions. I don't know if I'll get to both. I'm 
going to take a tangent for the moment. Just for fun. Maybe we'll keep it in. And it's, why did 
marketing lose track of the product in tech? Do you think this is something that's, this is my 
personal, what you talked about Product is one of the four P's of marketing. 
Adam Nash:                     Mm-hmm (affirmative). 
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Melinda Byerley:           And, it's my concern, I guess, or my fear that, in some cases, the 
technology has gotten so far away from the customer. 
 
Adam Nash:                     Yep. 
 
Melinda Byerley:           And, I often joke, I always joke about product at Ebay as the Blue 
Line between... Here are the business and there was engineering, and we never talked to 
them. And that wasn't always great either. Right? Because, whatever you were saying was 
always going to be filtered through someone. And that may or may not have been... It had to 
be in that environment, but it may or may not have been effective. And yet on the other hand, 
if you're not an engineer, you've got these crazy ideas about what can be done, and they 
literally can't be done. Like there's some things that you can dream of that literally can't and 
not everybody comes in. So I'd love to hear your thoughts about it. 
 
Adam Nash:                     Yeah, I don't want to quibble too much, but I would probably 
argue engineers are less likely to come up with things that can't be done, because they're 
usually pretty grounded. That and more likely to come up with things that no one wants. But, 
that's a different thing. 
 
Melinda Byerley:           Yeah. But the marketing can be like, "We should do this!” and 
sometimes engineering would go, "No, that's not possible." 
 
Adam Nash:                     Let's go back to the granddaddy companies, including Apple and 
that sort of thing, like the first pure computer companies like Apple that didn't come out of 
enterprise roots. The IBM's and the Dax and all those others came out at enterprise roots. 
 
Melinda Byerley:           Mm-hmm (affirmative). 
 
Adam Nash:                     They sold to governments, and they sold to big companies. The 
first consumer companies like Apple, or even Microsoft, the first pure software company. 
Microsoft ended up dividing the role where they see the product manager was a very much 
marketing role, because you were creating still a physical good where... 
 
Melinda Byerley:           They still hire MBAs there. They hire MBAs there to do product 
management. 
 
Adam Nash:                     MBAs get hired a little more than you might think. But anyway 
product management was a marketing role and then program management came into a 
special world coming out of engineering. I say it would have evolved anyway. 
Melinda Byerley:           Mm-hmm (affirmative). 
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Adam Nash:                     Microsoft, the vault, the program manager, which is a little bit 
more user, UI focused, was responsible for huge chunks of the engineering schedule. How to 
fit together to coordinate with the business. Marketing took more of the, what's the branding 
going to look like? Where's this box is going to go? How's it going to be sold? The channel, all 
that other stuff. And so at Microsoft they split the marketing responsibility into two roles. And 
this was important because in software I think it became increasingly clear that traditionally 
trained marketers who didn't have a good idea of how software was designed or even what 
elements went into it were having trouble making the decisions that were more fundamental. 
Now Apple, the way... Because of the hardware company mostly, and still is mostly... The 
reason that works is because actually they do a fantastic job. They still write MRDs, right? Like 
there's still this definition of where the market's going to be in a year and what customers are 
looking for and trends and competitors. And then engineering goes, design says, "Well come 
up with ideas." And, the MRD becomes almost the checkpoint of like, well, as long as your thing 
meets these requirements, we have a winner. So, I think that what happened is, like I said, 
gradually, I think, people were experimenting. But I think that it's as simple as like, I think most 
marketers don't love it. So, in some ways I think marketers didn't love that part of marketing. 
 
Melinda Byerley:           That's what I say a lot. 
 
Adam Nash:                     They love the brand. They love the outbound. They love some of 
the competitive strategy. I actually argue that marketing was incredibly strong and has been 
incredibly strong until recent times. And in some ways what happened was other functions 
we're compensating for the pieces they didn't love that much and didn't spend as much time 
on. 
 
Melinda Byerley:           Yep. 
 
Adam Nash:                     And so, the... I always think as an engineer of that old 3M old-
fashioned zeitgeist, like “there are labs somewhere where people come up with a new 
material!” 
 
Melinda Byerley:           Mm-hmm (affirmative). 
 
Adam Nash:                    “What do you do with the glue that sticks but doesn't stick?” And it's 
like, “You make post it notes and we'll make $1 billion!” So, that thing didn't work in software 
where there was more... There had to be deeper line level prioritization of understanding the 
customer, what you were building, how they were using it, what the platforms are capable of. 
So in some ways, these days, the more technical marketers go into growth or go into 
advertising and that sort of thing, because those have become very quantitative and technical. 
I think back then the more technical marketers gravitated into, either the engineers who had 
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more of a business mind or the marketers who have technical minds might have gravitate into 
this product role. 
 
Adam Nash:                     Then, the web came and I think that producer concept started 
folding in. So, I think Web 1.0 really solidified that this product role is permanent. It was a thing, 
it wasn't a marketing function. It was a function in its own right. It got elevated. And then, 
increasing the other things started coming over. So, for example, when I was in my first startup, 
design: they did marketing. Graphic design was... of course the biggest thing you worked on 
was your brand. 
 
Melinda Byerley:           And, your print. Print ads. 
 
Adam Nash:                     Yeah. All that staff. So, design worked there. And so the idea that 
design actually not only was a primary function, but actually wanted to be more on that 
technology side, like Dropbox. We even call it EPD here, right? Engineering, product and design. 
Like the idea that these three functions working together actually design and build product 
together was not always the case. But anyway, so that was a little bit of how that happened. I 
think marketing partially unbundled because the part that marketers love the most, they 
actually kept. 
 
Melinda Byerley:           Yes, some marketers. I'm not. I was joking. 
 
Adam Nash:                     I'll blame CMOs. The CMOs that we're super passionate 
about...partially because of the elevation continued to get love and got... I don't know any 
company where marketing doesnt’ love the brand. 
 
Melinda Byerley:           And the early CMOs, I mean, even at Ebay, they all came out of 
consumer packaged goods. 
 
Adam Nash:                     That's right. 
 
Melinda Byerley:           So, that was the framework they brought with them. And for 
better or worse, I mean, they did great things. Gary Briggs, notable example, right? Google, 
Facebook, Ebay. But, that's the lens, they're going to bring in. They're going to be less involved 
with the product and more involved with the promotion part of the four P's just because that's 
what you know. 
 
Adam Nash:                     Right. 
 
Melinda Byerley:           Or, what you're allowed to know depending on the situation. So 
I'll spool us back now, reel us back. You referred to Ebay as 1.0 and then you went to LinkedIn, 
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which is clearly Web 2.0, social media and now you're Dropbox clearly, web 2.0. How has your 
perception, or your belief around product marketing evolved as we have... Now, we don't have 
to worry about sites going down anymore. So, how has the role of... 
 
Adam Nash:                     I mean you're saying that, but I feel like the LinkedIn wizard came 
out every Monday for like three years. 
 
Melinda Byerley:           That's true. 
 
Adam Nash:                     And, I was there so... 
 
Melinda Byerley:           And, I heard you say the other day that you took... You were at 
LinkedIn. I was pondering this that you said you were there from when there were 70 people 
to- 
 
Adam Nash:                     It was somewhere around 70 or 80. I was technically, I think 
employee 141. 
 
Melinda Byerley:           141. 
 
Adam Nash:                     But, LinkedIn wasn't a young startup. The original founding team 
had gotten together at end of 2002 after the PayPal acquisition. Which I wasn't around for, but, 
I ended up working with some of those people, but they'd already had a bunch of turnover, 
because LinkedIn was not an overnight success. Like this is a hard thing for people to accept 
right now. But, LinkedIn launched on May 5th, Cinco de Mayo in 2003. And, like if you think of 
today, the standards we’re held to. It took a year later. 
 
Melinda Byerley:           A year. 
 
Adam Nash:                     A year later, they still didn't have a million users. A year later. 
 
Melinda Byerley:           Think about that folks. They went public on less than a million 
users. 
 
Adam Nash:                     Well, oh no. LinkedIn didn't go public. We solved that problem. 
 
Melinda Byerley:           Yes. 
 
Adam Nash:                     We did some stuff. We- 
 
Melinda Byerley:           But, they raised a lot of money on a lot smaller people. 
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Adam Nash:                     One of the things I remember, I remember meeting Reid, we met 
at this really dingy Hobee’s, which I'm not sure it's still around. But I think we met for breakfast, 
and we were supposed to be a one hour breakfast, and we ended up sitting for four hours 
talking about what product meant in a Web 2.0 world, because actually around them, which is 
early 2007, it was very fashionable in the valley; this idea was starting to take hold that product 
wasn't needed. Like you talked about marketing now it was like we don't even need product. 
That joke from Office Space was a thing. It was like, "Wait, if we just iterate and ship code 
quickly.” Agile is becoming big. Like “we just ship code, we get feedback from our users, turn it 
around, and we'll just learn and iterate. And why would you want anyone in the middle of that 
process?” So like it wasn't just like lack of respect for design. But, it was also a lack of respect 
for product. Like why you'd want to enter, why would you want anyone between the people 
writing the code and the people using the code. And so it turns out that I had a strong opinion 
that actually product had some value. And there were a whole number of situations where it 
got harder and harder when you were not building for yourself to actually focus on that 
problem and we went back and forth. Turned out Reid agreed. 
 
Melinda Byerley:           Luckily. 
 
Adam Nash:                     I remember walking out of that Hobee’s far as later with reading 
and really got along. We talked about a wide range of subjects. But, he had mentioned to me, I 
had an offer from VMware, which I was going to leave Ebay to go to VMware, which was pretty 
hot company. And I thought a lot of the people and the product and that sort of thing. And 
Reid kinda said, “You know, we need someone in product at LinkedIn. If you're interested.” And 
I was like, “Well, I'd have to figure it out by this weekend.” It was like a Tuesday. I said, I'm like, 
the offer is going to be gone by Monday. And he's like, "Oh, we can do that, just start up." And 
so I did I think a day of interviews and there's some back and forth. And I remember not 
getting the offer on Friday, but I think he called me on Sunday and I ended up at LinkedIn. 
 
Adam Nash:                     But, one of things I liked about Reid was he had this really nice 
frame for it where he had talked about after PayPal. Because PayPal was a great outcome and 
for after the bubble burst, I mean PayPal had gone through multiple chains of almost getting 
bought by Ebay and then it breaking down and then they went public and finally did get 
acquired. Reid described it to me at the time is like having been successful enough that if you 
wanted to invest in startups, he could and still be financially secure. If you wanted to start his 
own company and still be financially secure, he could, but not both. 
 
Adam Nash:                     But he did both. 
 
Melinda Byerley:           Wow. 
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Adam Nash:                     Right. Which is why he ended up being one of the most 
successful, I think, Angel investors ever. I mean like, he mentioned all this stuff you would have 
wanted to if you had money at the time. But LinkedIn had a lot of that feel. Like he had funded 
it with his own money. They had raised money, but that came later. LinkedIn was a very difficult 
proposition for most people to accept. It was one of those businesses that just had an 'if'. Like, 
if you could collect all this information about who people are professionally and how they're 
connected, of course that would be massively valuable. But that 'if' was like, how are you going 
to get that to work? 
 
Melinda Byerley:           Boy, can I relate to that? 
 
Adam Nash:                     Yeah. And so, and by the way, Reid talks about this openly now, 
but it's not obvious like why would you list your resume on a site where no one looks? Why 
would you look on a site where no one's listed their resume? Like the idea of LinkedIn now 
makes perfect sense to people, but how to get it from that zero start problem. That cold start 
problem with social networks and marketplaces is incredibly difficult. 
 
Melinda Byerley:           Now this is pre-mobile. I mean we had mobile phones, but 
certainly it was pre iPhone. 
 
Adam Nash:                     But, actually I'd started using LinkedIn at Ebay. 
 
Melinda Byerley:           Me too. 
 
Adam Nash:                     Because it is actually- 
 
Melinda Byerley:           We were all on it. 
 
Adam Nash:                     Well, it solved this need, because I remember going to Ebay and I 
remember catching up with people who I’d worked with at Apple, just a couple. And then 
realizing that I lost touch with almost all of them. I didn't even know where they were. I didn't 
know their email addresses, because they went to some company and some other company. 
Their Apple.com address didn't work. 
 
Melinda Byerley:           It’s not like you could google them. Not everybody had a website. 
 
Adam Nash:                     Stanford folks you could still email. Folks from school, you had a 
way to always reach. And so this idea that when people started leaving Ebay that I would send 
them a LinkedIn connection. 
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Melinda Byerley:           It was amazing. 
 
Adam Nash:                     It was a perfect use case. I was like, "Oh, I get it." If someone I like 
is leaving Ebay, send them a LinkedIn connection. That way I'll always know where they are. 
And then I'll remember that. I forget..it was one of the promotion cycles at Ebay where they 
said, “You joined Ebay too early. We don't have your resume, we can't promote you unless you 
make a resume.” 
 
Melinda Byerley:           Funny. 
 
Adam Nash:                     And I was like, "You want, you want me to make a resume?" I 
mean, I had been working here for like... "Can I just tell you?" "No, it has to be a resume, has to 
go in the system." And so I said, "I'm not going to make a resume, I'm going to make a LinkedIn 
profile." Because, I'm a difficult person sometimes. Anyway. But I'd played with LinkedIn. I really 
believed in it. I always cared a lot about careers and I this idea that actually LinkedIn could be 
more like a marketplace was very... I always loved marketplaces, loved Ebay. This idea that it 
could be more of a marketplace where people looking for talent would know where to find it 
and talent could put… I really just liked that concept. So, applying all that stuff that we learned 
at Ebay, web 2.0 to people and people's careers. I remember it was part of that initial 
conversation, but what I was most excited with LinkedIn was this idea that the old social 
contract of, well, if you get a job at this company, they'll... You'll work there for 40 years and get 
the gold watch. That was gone. That had been gone for, even when I was there, for a couple 
decades. 
 
Melinda Byerley:           We watched that, the contract break, at least I did with my 
parents. 
 
Adam Nash:                     Well, for me, once again, growing up in in Silicon Valley, I watched 
Hewlett Packard do layoffs, like if Hewlett Packard wasn't safe... I mean, I now know financially, 
you can look at the S&P 500 and 87% of the companies in the S&P 500 have turned over in 30 
years. So, there's no... A lot of the arguments about this, in my view, are almost moot. This isn't 
about the social contract changing through some manipulation. Companies are not that stable 
anymore. Industries are not that stable anymore. So they can't, if they make those promises, 
they're false promises. And so, this idea that people have to own their career's, own their skills, 
this idea of who you know and what you know being the most important things. I loved the 
idea that LinkedIn was taking that from you being a cog in some process and it was yours, your 
profile, your connections. All that value you're building in your career would be yours. 
 
Adam Nash:                     I’d get excited about it. So, but it was harder when I went to 
LinkedIn, I mean, Ebay folks, everyone was like, "Oh, that's great...for you. I know you always 
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cared about that stuff." I mean, no one could understand why I have a bunch of resumes... I 
think LinkedIn when I joined was about 10 million users, maybe 11. But there's a little bit of like, 
“Are they ever going to make any money?” 
 
Melinda Byerley:           How are they going to monetize this? 
 
Adam Nash:                     I never use it. I put my stuff up there. I'd never go there. There's a 
little bit of just like this. "Oh, that's not gonna work" 
 
Melinda Byerley:           And, people forget too. There were all these other things in the 
market at the time. There were all these other like contact management things and there were, 
there was that, I forget the name of it, there was that tool that you uploaded all your contacts 
to, like there was just... 
 
Adam Nash:                     Plaxo. 
 
Melinda Byerley:           Yah, Plaxo. That's right. We were all on plaxo, thank you. If you 
can see the look he's giving me right now. 
Adam Nash:                     And by the way, a lot of the people got involved on these things 
all know each other and obviously Sean Parker has a connectivity to Facebook and Reid. And 
there was a lot of connective tissue between all these things, because what was common in 
web 2.0 was a simple belief of a small group of people who, after the bubble burst felt like, 
"Yes, we know the reasons things blew up, but we can fix that." Right? I remember, again, some 
of the early thinking, this idea that the two things that didn't scale well in web 1.0 was content 
didn't scale, right? Hiring more and more people, that didn't work that. But then the answer 
was like, well maybe user generated content turns out to be the answer, because that does 
scale as you get more and more people using the product. 
 
Adam Nash:                     And then, the idea that paid acquisition didn't scale, because if 
you depended on paid acquisition, all your profits would inevitably go to whoever was sending 
you the traffic. 
 
Melinda Byerley:           Whoever was the gatekeeper, yeah. 
 
Adam Nash:                     And so the idea of like, well maybe we need to double down on 
viral systems and ways of building organic traffic, because if you add more free acquisition to 
the mix, I mean LinkedIn had no paid acquisition effectively and grew on purely on organic and 
viral traffic. And then later SEO. So, that whole group was actually a very small group of folks 
who had been through the bubble burst thing, believed it could be fixed and done better, very 
contrarian. And were willing to put money and time into what looked like failed experiments. I 
always feel like part of Silicon Valley is that people keep iterating not just on the technology, 
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which of course progresses, but also the lessons of what businesses worked and didn't work. 
Debates about why can it be done differently. 
 
Adam Nash:                     The company formation process itself is part of the debate. And 
so, what was great at LinkedIn was getting to work with someone like Reid and a number of 
other folks were very first principles thinkers about what worked, what didn't work, why, great 
intellectual debates. A lot of the lessons from that turned out to be evergreen lessons. And, it's 
not that LinkedIn did everything right. I often joke that one of the reasons it's great to work for 
companies that are as successful as LinkedIn is you can see how many things companies do 
wrong- 
 
Melinda Byerley:           And still make it. 
 
Adam Nash:                     And, still succeed. And, it teaches you a lot about what problems 
actually matter when it comes to a company's success. But, it was an amazing time. When I got 
there LinkedIn grew rapidly. I think it mostly doubled in size almost every year I was there. I 
think by the time I left it was at least 1500 people. It'd be closing on 2000. 
 
Melinda Byerley:           I don't know that you could come up with a better justification for 
this podcast than what you just said. I really do fear that we're always pushing ahead and we're 
not stopping to pause and pull back and go, "Well, what went wrong?" And this leads me to the 
next question. So you're looking at, you're sitting at LinkedIn and I have always thought of 
LinkedIn as a little bit different than some of the problems we've seen at Twitter and Facebook 
with regards to... call it fake traffic without judgment. Fake traffic. And I always felt like when 
LinkedIn certainly had some of it, but not as much. In those early days where all these people 
are talking about this stuff, did it ever, did any of the conversations ever be like, well, what if 
somebody misused this? 
 
Adam Nash:                     Well, some of this stuff we were, I mean, looking now and from a 
lens from 2019, we weren't... When I look back at some of those discussions, we weren't clear 
about. When we thought of abuse vectors. Some of them we did talk about very early. We were 
lucky we had folks, like Sarah Imbach had been the early head revenue officer and so on…so 
we were probably more aware earliern[of the idea that] “no, no,  no, the reason some of this 
behavior is bad is because [of what we saw in] the social world. And we were trying to keep it 
focused on professional use cases. 
 
Melinda Byerley:           Right. 
 
Adam Nash:                     And so this idea of like, no, actually it's a problem for people with 
“people you may know recommends...” an ex or something like that or helps people find...We 
had a little bit of sensitivity, but I'm frankly, we didn't have the engagement to have some of the 
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issues that sites have now. But we were very thoughtful. The thing that we did that ended up 
being a saving grace for LinkedIn is that focus on why we were different. 
 
Melinda Byerley:           I agree. 
 
Adam Nash:                     I remember Mark Zuckerberg, Mark had been very adamant. 
Actually, I think at one point he had said something like, you're one person having more than 
one profile is... not illegitimate, I think he said almost fraudulent. And LinkedIn came from, as I 
said, no, we have different sides to ourselves. We use them in different places. Right? Believe 
me, at Little League games I don't even have a name. I'm just like Jordan's dad or something. 
 
Melinda Byerley:           I’m Fozzie’s mom at the dog park. 
 
Adam Nash:                     Exactly. I don't even have a name, et cetera. At work, I'm known a 
certain way... And so I think that, that turned out to be a better philosophical grounding, 
because we never felt like... We wanted people to use their real information. We were probably 
overconfident in people vetting each other, because of the professional context. Like you could 
say you went to Stanford, but like if you're not connected to anyone else from Stanford, it's a 
little suspicious, right? That sort of thing. But we were always talking about ways, could we 
certify things or verify things? Could we get the schools to actually verify that people went to 
that school? Can we get companies to verify people worked at those companies? But, the truth 
is, most of our effort went around how do we preserve that professional context? Like I 
remember the first feature I did at LinkedIn, and you could tell it was photos. Believe it or not, 
LinkedIn’s site 2000, it had no photos. 
 
Melinda Byerley:           I forgot about that. 
 
Adam Nash:                     I always joke that it was the last social network to add photos. 
Cause no one needs to add photos cause who would even build a social obligation without 
photos? 
 
Melinda Byerley:           Right. 
 
Adam Nash:                     But that had been part of the zeitgeist of how do you differentiate 
from these social networks, because Reid the others and the founding team, they deeply 
believed that the problem with the experiments in the '90s of trying to build business networks 
was if you tried to do both social and business on the same network, social would crowd it out. 
Dating was too big all that back and forth. It was just so like if you put social and business 
together in the same site very quickly, it'd be 99% to 1% and the business would die. And so 
LinkedIn was like, "We're not going to do social." And so, photos were a little bit of a symbolic 
thing, right? Social networks have photos. We don't do photos, but I was coming at it as 
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someone who's just terrible with names. I only recognize people by faces for the most part, 
until I've been working with him awhile. And so, people say, “people don't put photos on 
resumes.” I'm like, "In the US maybe." Actually, in most countries they do. And, by the way, if I'm 
looking someone up, I need to know who to look for. 
 
Adam Nash:                     It turned out to be the first feature, but even the thinking that 
went into that. The, how do I get people not to upload the party photo or what they just 
uploaded to Friendster (still existed) or Myspace or Orchid or Facebook. And so the thought we 
put into like, no, actually. I remember our 1.0 talking about NVP logic. I put a cropping feature 
in there, because I wanted to send the message. No, no, you not just to upload a photo, you 
need to crop it to a head shot, because that's what's expected. I was trying to send a signal 
that this was like, your professional photo. 
 
Melinda Byerley:           Beer pong, not so much a fit here. 
 
Adam Nash:                     Yeah. And I remember there were huge fights. Even famous 
venture capitalists are very opinionated about using their cartoon instead of their photo. And I 
just said, look, I looked at your website, you don't have the cartoon on your website, you have 
your photo. Look at your company. And so, that's a little bit of that product decision of how do 
you put several things... I learned that from Ebay. Like how do you come up with a simple 
transparent set of rules. So, that probably was the saving grace is that all those little edges of 
the LinkedIn product, all those discussions about what was professional, what was 
unprofessional, what was social, et cetera, probably helped us keep a little bit tighter around 
use cases that frankly are less problematic than a lot of the ones that they’re dealing with. 
 
Melinda Byerley:           Well, I have two last questions for you. 
 
Adam Nash:                     Okay. 
 
Melinda Byerley:           And the first one is, imagine you could get in your time machine 
and go back and talk to yourself and you're getting ready to graduate from Stanford. And what 
would you tell yourself? What have you learned since graduation that you wished you had 
internalized? And I don't mean, it doesn't have to be finger wagging, right? It can be like, "If I'd 
only internalized X earlier, it would be better." 
 
Adam Nash:                     I mean there's some things like I was probably overly concerned... 
I obviously talked to a lot of college students and that thing in my class, etc. about careers and 
how things play out. I probably was overly concerned about finding the right path or finding the 
path to success in a very narrow definition. And a lot of that worry was mostly unproductive. 
Right? What it turned out to be the most valuable things, the things I worked on, all the choices 
had them. And so I was lucky that way. And so, I would probably tell myself to not be overly 
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concerned with those dimensions and focus more on the people I'm working with, the 
problems I'm working on. Because, it just... Going into software in the '90s, you didn't have to... 
 
Melinda Byerley:           There wasn't a wrong- 
 
Adam Nash:                     You'd have to crack the case, right? Like it just turned out, like 
going, it's something about being a software engineer, the design emphasis going into the 
Valley in the '90s was just... I don't want to overuse the expression, but it's not even really being 
born on third base. Like you just got put in the right... That was the right game to be playing at 
that time. And so, I probably worried too much about things. It turned out to not be material or 
important. And then also I would've encouraged myself a little bit with some of the school. But I 
got to, after Atlas, being in venture capital, this idea that our careers are no longer one big arc 
or one plan, but actually, you do what Reid calls Tours of Duty. 
 
Adam Nash:                     I always thought of them as two years with an option for two 
more. I used to joke that option agreements in the Valley were four years for a reason, 
because you have two years and an option for two more. But this idea that you don't have to 
know the whole path, not a greedy algorithm. You want to be mercenary. But this idea of: think 
about where you might want to...think of a job you want today that you're not qualified for, but 
you could be in five years. And think about what's the one or two things you could do today 
that, once they're done, then you would be qualified for that job. And then, go find companies 
where you can actually do that tour of duty or you can do that arc. 
 
Adam Nash:                     I learned that in my late 20s. I wish I had known that earlier. I 
would have thought about my job at NeXT a little bit differently. I would have thought about, or 
Apple, I would've thought about my job at my first startup a little differently. I mean, I was so all 
wrapped around the handle about like a few thousand dollars of what I was making or whether 
I got promoted or what my title was and just where I was versus other classmates. Like it's just, 
it was just totally unproductive. 
 
Melinda Byerley:           And so the last question is specifically around engineers, because 
I do think that our culture is so centered on engineers and so I'll ask you if there's a young 
engineer or someone who is either getting ready to start college or in college or is self-taught 
and is diving into this, do you have advice for them specifically? 
 
Adam Nash:                     Well, that's a good question. The class I teach is in computer 
science. So, basically my whole class is engineers. 
 
Melinda Byerley:           So, take Adam's class. 
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Adam Nash:                     It's a good class. I wish it was offered when I was in school. 
Anyway. No, I mean it depends on what they're coming from. The nice thing about the students 
in my class that I see is that almost all of them, I mean a huge number of them, are the first 
kids in their family to go to school. They're mostly brilliant and they're just trying to figure out 
what to do with this amazing opportunity. Like, I hate to say it, but a lot of those students who 
are on engineering, computer science, they know they got this winning lottery ticket and they 
just want to be stupid about it. It's like one of those, they don't want to mess it up somehow. A 
lot of what I talked to them about is just a little bit about dialing down that anxiety and thinking 
more holistically about, "No, you're in a good position. What do you want to do? Where do you, 
what are you passionate about? What has a lot of value?" And explained that actually there is 
no one path to success. Actually if they're worried about money, there's lots of paths they can 
go down and... And, just how lucky they are because not everyone has that opportunity, etc. I 
do see though that it's a little different. So I would still say that we're a lot of engineers... What a 
trauma still, I feel like over amount of trauma from junior high and high school, there's a lot of, 
a lot of kids who were never popular didn't understand that thing, saw other things rewarded, 
whether it was sports or appearance or social etc. And so, it's very easy for engineers to slip 
into the little bit of an us versus them kind of mentality. And it just, it's not David and Goliath 
anymore. You're not David anymore. 
 
Melinda Byerley:           Yeah. 
 
Adam Nash:                     In many ways you’re Goliath and so a little bit of the responsibility 
you have. I mean, one of the things I loved about the Stanford Program, when I was there, Eric 
Roberts, who ran the undergraduate computer science program for a long period of time, I 
remember he was one of the first people who did like a really strong ethics class as part of the 
computer science department and major. And that idea that actually you're playing with really 
important things. I shouldn't even say playing like that. This is not a game; when you take on 
important problems, you have important responsibilities and “how do you rationalize the 
natural errors that happen in software with the impact of those errors can have” are not new 
problems. 
 
Adam Nash:                     This is not just true in engineering. I mean, one of the things I 
liked about Clay Christensen is he opened his class... I'll never forget in business school, it was 
like 20 years ago. He's a fun guy to listen to because he's a little folksy. He's also very tall. They 
do business school classes. They have like five rows of seats and they called it, there's a deck in 
the middle where you’re eye level with the professor. Not in Clay’s class, you have to be in the 
fourth deck. 
 
Melinda Byerley:           Because, he's that tall. 
 
Adam Nash:                     He's tall. But really a great guy. But he talks about his first class 
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about how management is an ethical responsibility. That how we spend most of our waking 
lives at work. Most people. And we all know that if you have a terrible boss, how bad those 
hours can be. And if we all remember, hopefully remember, some people we've worked for 
that up-leveled us and made that fantastic. And so this idea that the pursuit of being a great 
manager or leader, you have in your hands a huge amount of the waking life of the people who 
work for you. It's one of those things. 
 
Adam Nash:                     So I think every profession has that. When I came here to 
Dropbox, I talked a bit about that with the product team. Like they asked what metric I was 
holding myself accountable for, and I told them I want them two years from now, three years 
from now, after this next tour of duty, to remember that they did some of the best work of 
their career in product here, at Dropbox. So, that ethos, figuring out whatever you're going 
into, engineering, design, product, business, figuring out why that role is important and how it 
matters for the people around you, I think, is something I talk about a lot with my students. 
 
Melinda Byerley:           Adam, I can't thank you enough for your time today. 
 
Adam Nash:                     Yeah, happy to. 
 
Speaker 1:                        Thanks for listening to Stayin’ Alive in Technology. We want your 
feedback and comments. Find us on the web at stayinaliveintech.com where you can talk to us, 
learn more about the show and our guests, and subscribe to the show. Follow us on Twitter, 
@stayinpodcast. Until next time, keep Stayin’ Alive. 
  

 

 


